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Abstract

This paper presents an extended theory of temporal
propositions based on a general time
axiomatisation. The time axiomatisation
characterises both intervals and points as primitive
time elements on an equal footing. It is shown that
this extended theory may subsume some existing
theories, such as Allen’s interval-based theory of
action and time, the correspondingly revised theory
proposed by Galton, and Shoham’s classification
of temporal propositions which has been defined
in terms of point-based intervals, etc.

1. Introduction

In the past two decades, several formalisms for
reasoning of actions have been proposed in the
domain of artificial intelligence, particularly, for
natural language processing and problem solving.
In [3], J. F. Allen proposes a theory of action and
time which is based on a temporal logic of
intervals. As Allen claims in his paper, the
appealing characteristic of the interval-based
theory is that it allows representing actions that:

(a) involve non-activity, e.g., "I stood on the
comer for an hour";
(b) are not easily decomposable into
subsections, e.g., I spent the day hiding from
George";
(c) occur simultaneously and many interact
with each other.

One objective of Allen’s interval-based
approach is to overcome the so-called Divided
Instant Problem (DIP) [5], i.e., the problem 
modelling the open and closed nature of time

intervals. In Alien’s theory, only intervals are
taken as primitive time elements, while points are
relegated to a subsidiary status as "meeting
places" of intervals, or as maximal sets, termed
"nests", of intervals that share a common
intersection. As Allen has put in his series of
papers [ 1,2,3], this approach avoids the annoying
question of whether or not a given point is part
of, or a member of a given interval. Allen’s
contention is that nothing can be true at a point,
for a point is not an entity at which things
happen or are true [2]. However, as A. P. Galton
shows in his critical examination of Allen’s
interval logic [6], the theory of time based on
intervals only is not adequate, as it stands, for
reasoning correctly about continuous change.

In this paper, we shall present a theory of
temporal propositions as an extension of Allen’s
interval-based theory. The theory is based on a
general time axiomatisation, given previously by
the authors [7]. We will show that the proposed
theory may subsume some existing theories, such
as Allen’s interval-based theory of action and
time, the correspondingly revised theory proposed
by Galton, and Shoham’s classification of
temporal propositions which has been defined in
terms of point-based intervals, etc.

2. The proposed theory

When developing a theory for temporal
reasoning, we are faced with a choice of the
underlying time structure. In [7], we have
proposed a general time axiomatisation which
addresses both intervals and points as primitive
time elements on an equal footing. The outline of
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the main features of the axiomatisation is as
follows:

T = I u P, a nonempty set of time-elements;
d: a function from T to Ro+, such that:

’Via I(d(i) > 
Vp~ P(d(p) = 

Elements of I and P are termed time intervals,
and time points, respectively.

The primitive order over time elements, which
is termed "meets", is characterised by the
axiomatisation which states:

A1. The "place" where two time elements meet
is unique.

A2. Every time element has at least one
neighbouring time element preceding it,
and another succeeding it.

A3. Between any two meeting places, there is
an unique time element connecting these
two places.

A4. If two meeting places are separated by a
sequence of time elements, then there is a
time element which connects these two
meeting places.

A5. Between any two time points there is a
time interval, that is, points will not meet
other points.

A6. The operation, which combines adjacent
time elements, denoted as "~", is consistent
with the function d, which we shall call the
duration assignment over T.

N.B. By A3, for any two adjacent time
elements, t~ and h, the ordered union of t~ and t2
may be written as a time interval, t = t t ¯ t2.

It has been proved that, in terms of the
primitive relation "meets", the complete set of
possible temporal relations over time elements
may be classified into four groups:

GI: {equal, before, after},
which relate points to other points;

G2: {equal, before, meets, overlaps, starts,
during, finishes, finished-by, contains,

started-by, overlapped-by, met-by, after},
which relate intervals to intervals;

G3: {before, meets, starts, during, finishes, met-
by, after},

which relate points to intervals;
G4: {before, meets, finished-by, contains,

started-by, met-by, after},
which relate intervals to points.

The definition of these derived temporal
relations in terms of "meets" is straightforward
(see [7]). For example, "before" can be defined 
the theory by:

before(t’,t") ¢:~ 3te T(meets(t’,t) ̂  meets(t,t"))

N.B. The above definition for the relationship
before(t’,t") accommodates the case that more
than one intermediate time elements, t~ .... , tm,
stand between t’ and t", since by A3 and A4, we
can write tt ¯ ... ~ t~ = t.

For convenience of representation, we define:

in(t, i) ¢:,
during(t,i)

v starts(t,i)
v finishes(t,i),

where t~ T, ie I;

and

sub(t, h) 
equal(h,h)

v during(h,h)
v starts(h,h)
v finishes(h,t2)

where h,t2~ T.

In the extended theory of temporal
propositions proposed here, we shall take the
following single form

hold(pro, t), t~ 

as the primitive type of statement, presenting that
for time element t, the proposition pro is true.



N.B. The meta-predicate [ 10], hold, employed
here does not assume homogeneity or any other
connection between a proposition holding for a
time element and its holding for any substructure
of the time element.

Following Shoham’s terminology [9], we define:

D 1. A proposition pro is downward-hereditary if
whenever it holds over a time element it holds
over all of its sub-elements, that is:

hold(pro, t) ^ sub(t’, t) ~ hold(pro, 

D2. A proposition pro is upward-hereditary if
whenever it holds for all proper sub-elements of
some decomposable time interval, it also holds
over the time element itself, that is:

Vt(in(t, i) ~ hold(pro, t)) ~ hold(pro, 

D3. A proposition pro is liquid if it is both
upward-hereditary and downward-hereditary.

N.B. Following Allen’s notation, we may use
a form, hold-on(pro, t), to express that li quid
proposition (or "property" in Allen’s
terminology), pro, is true for time t.

D4. A proposition pro is concatenable if
whenever it holds over two consecutive time
elements it holds also over their ordered union,
that is:

hold(pro, t’) ^ hold(pro, t") ^ meets(t’, 
hold(pro, t’ ¯ t")

D5. A proposition pro is gestalt if it never holds
over two intervals one of which properly contains
the other, that is:

hold(pro, t) ^ in(t’, t) :m -,hold(pro, 

N.B. Again, we may use a form, occur(e, t),
to express that the gestalt proposition (or
"event"), e, is true for time t.

D6. A proposition pro is solid if it never holds

over two properly overlapping intervals, that is:

hold(pro, t) A overlaps(t, 
=~ -,hold(pro, t’)

Of course, we can also give definitions which
address time intervals and time points specially,
such as point-down-hereditary, point-upward-
hereditary, interval-down-hereditary and interval-
upward-hereditary [9], an so on. However, all
these may be taken as the special cases of the
corresponding ones which address time elements
in the general form.

3. Comparing to some existing formalisms

In what follows, we present a comparison of the
theory proposed in this paper with some
representative formalisms for reasoning of
temporal propositions. On the one hand, we
confirm that the extended theory is general
enough to subsume, such as, Allen’s interval-
based theory, Galton’s revised theory, and
Shoham’ s classification of temporal propositions,
and hence retains their appealing characteristics.
On the other hand, we show that the extended
theory does not bear the corresponding
deficiencies of these theories.

3.1 Allen’s interval-based theory

Since the extended theory addresses both time
intervals and time points as primitive, if we only
consider the set of time intervals L we can
directly subsume Allen’s 13 temporal relations
between intervals, and simply replace the axiom
(H. 1, [3]) for Allen’s property, pro, holding over
interval i, by means of:

HOLDS(pro, i) ¢=~ hold-on(pro, 

and replace Allen’s axiom (O. 1, [3]) for event 
occurring over interval i by:

OCCUR(e,i) ¢=~ occur(e,i)

That is, Allen’s properties and events can be
subsumed from the liquid, and gestalt



propositions, respectively (see section 2).

N.B. Allen also defines processes as another
kind of occurrence. However, as Galton argues in
his corresponding examination [6], by locating
the distinction between broad sense and narrow
sense in processes rather than the time, it is
possible to simplify the ontology by subsuming
Allen’s processes under his properties.

3.2 Galton’s revised theory

In order to overcome the inadequacy of Allen’s
interval-based theory (that is, the inadequacy in
reasoning about continuous change led by the
approach of excluding time points, see [6]),
Galton proposes a series of revisions. Rejecting
the question whether or not a given point is part
of, or a member of a given interval, while
retaining the idea of there being a point at the
meeting place of two intervals, Galton introduces
two additional temporal relations to Allen’s time
theory: the point where two intervals meet each
other is said to fall "WITHIN" the ordered union
of these two intervals; and the same point is said
to "LIMIT" both of these two intervals, the
former at its end, the latter at its beginning.

Another revision that Galton proposes to
Allen’s theory is to distinguish between two
kinds of properties, namely states of position and
states of motion, which have different temporal
logics: States of position can hold at isolated
points; and if a state of position holds throughout
an interval, then it must hold at the limits of that
interval. States of motion cannot hold at isolated
points; if a state of motion holds at a point then
it must hold throughout some interval within
which that point falls [6].

As shown in the previous paper [7], the
general time axiomatisation allows a formal
characterisation of the open and closed nature of
intervals. It is interesting to note that we may
subsume Galton’s corresponding definitions as:

States of position can hold at isolated points;
and if a state of position holds throughout an

interval, then it must hold throughout the
closure of that interval.

States of motion cannot hold at isolated points:
the maximal interval throughout which a state
of motion holds must be open.

Additionally, whereas Allen recognises only
one way of ascribing properties to times, namely
to assert that a property holds throughout an
interval, Galton introduces the following three
forms:

HOLDS-ON(pro, i),

HOLDS-IN(pro, i),

HOLDS-AT(pro, p), where i¢ I and pc 

for three types of statement: a property pro holds
throughout an interval i, holds during i (i.e., at
some time during an interval, not necessary
throughout all of it), holds at a point p,
respectively.

In fact, Galton’s form, HOLDS-AT(pro, p),
may be simply expressed in the extended theory
by means of:

d(p) = 
hold(pro, p).

and Galton’s (D.1) and (D.2) [7] may 
subsumed by means of:

HOLDS-IN(pro, i) ¢:~
3p~ P(during(p,i) ^ hold(pro, 

HOLDS-ON(pro, i) ¢:~
’Vp~ P(during(p,i) ~ hold(pro, 

respectively.

Similarly, we may also express Galton’s three
predicates, OCCURS-AT, OCCURS-ON and
OCCURS-IN, which are proposed as the revision
to Allen’s predicate OCCUR regarding events,
by means of:
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OCCURS-AT(e, p) ¢=~ d(p) = 0 ^ occur(e, absurd.

OCCURS-ON(e, i) ¢=~ d(i) > 0 ^ occur(e, 

and

OCCURS-IN(e, i) ¢:~
d(i) > 0 ^ 3t~ T(during(t,i) ^ occur(e,t)),

respectively.

However, Galton’s approach which insists on
the existence of a point between any two
intervals that meet, will lead back to the very
problem that Allen tries to avoid and Galton tries
to reject as meaningless: viz do properties
ascribed to intervals apply to the point which
LIMITS the intervals or not? For instance, if we
let statez and state2 represent two opposite states
(i.e., statez ¢:* -~state2), that hold-on intervals it
and i 2, respectively, where meets(it,i2). Let 
denote the point at which i t "meets" i 2, then we
have:

LIMITS(p,it) A LIMITS(p,i2).

According to the distinction between Galton’s
two kinds of properties, there are four cases:

(a) both statez and statez are states of motion,

(b) both statez and state2 are states of position,

(c) statez is a state of position and state2 is a
state of motion,

(d) statet is a state of motion and state2 is a
state of position.

For case (a), assuming that the state of motion
statez holds at point p: by Galton’s definition of
states of motion, it must hold throughout some
interval i’ such that WlTHIN(p,i’). Hence,
together with meets(it,i2), LIMITS(p,it) 
LIMITS(p,i2), we can infer that i’ "OVERLAPS"
i 2. Hence, both state z and state2 will hold
throughout an interval which is a common
subinterval of both i’ and i 2. This is obviously

Similarly, if the state of motion, state2, holds
at point p, then it must hold throughout some
interval i" such that WlTHIN(p,i"). Hence,
together with meets(il,i2), LIMITS(p,i0 and
LIMITS(p,i2), we can infer that i~ "OVERLAPS"
i". Hence, again, both statez and state2 will hold
throughout the common subinterval of i I and i"

The above proof shows that neither statez nor
state2 will hold at point p, and hence case (a) 
not allowable in Galton’s revised logic.

For case (b), if we again use p to denote the
point at which i t meets i 2, then by Galton’s
definition of states of position, statet must hold
at point p, which is one of it’s limits, since statez
holds throughout interval il; similarly, since state2
holds throughout interval i 2, it must holds at p as
well, which is also one of i2’s limits. Hence both
statez and state2 hold at point p. Again, this is
absurd.

For the rest two cases, (c) and case (d): since
there may be nothing to choose between them,
the decision must be arbitrary, and hence
unsatisfactory. For example, how do we decide
which of the following two states

stateyes: the car is John’s

state~ot: the car is no longer John’s

should be considered as a state of position, and
which must be addressed as a state of motion?

3.3 Shoham’s point-based interval logic

In his reified interval logic [9], Shoham
introduces a series of definitions to categorise
some temporal propositions, by means of
associating a proposition type with a point-based
time interval. His intention is to replace both
Allen’s trichotomy ofpropertiesleventslprocesses
[3] and McDermott’s dichotomy of facts~events
[8] by a more flexible scheme. However, in this
reified logic, time intervals are defined in terms
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of pairs of time points. It is important to note
that, to give a formal specification for the
temporal relations between time intervals in terms
of their ending-points, some careful consideration
must be concerned (in particular, for the case that
an interval is "immediately before", that is
"meets", another interval), and again, as same as
in other systems which construct time intervals
out of time points, the so-called Divided Instant
Problem (DIP) [5] still remains.

d(i~) > 
d(p) = 
d(jl) >0,
holds.on(Ball_Going_Up, it),
holds-on(Ball_Stationary, p),
holds-on(Ball_Going_Down, j t),
meets(it, p),
meets(p, Jt).
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